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The current study focuses on the acquisition of a special group of plateau clusters in Greek child 
speech, that of [vð], [ɣð], [vɣ]. The latter do not commonly occur crosslinguistically. In Standard 
Modern Greek (SMG) clusters of voiced fricatives are of equal sonority according to the 
language-specific sonority scale in (1). 
 
1) Sonority scale for Standard Modern Greek     (Kappa, 1995) 

STOPS < voiceless FRICATIVES < voiced FRICATIVES <  s < z  < NASALS  < LIQUIDS ……… 
/ p, t, k   <   f, θ, x              <    v, ð, ɣ       < s  < z  <  m, n      <  l, r       ……… 

(< : less sonorant than…) 
For the puposes of the study we examine naturalistic data from eight, typically developing, 
children, acquiring Greek as L1 (ages 2;04.16–2;11.25, 4 boys and 4 girls); The data were 
obtained from children’s spontaneous conversational speech. All children are in the intermediate 
developmental phase, i.e. segments with a marked Manner of Articulation (MoA), such as 
(un)voiced fricatives, namely [f, θ, x, s], [v, ð, ɣ, z], occur faithfully in their grammar as single 
onsets in (un)stressed word initial/-medial position. All children exhibit the following common 
properties in their grammars: (i) the word-internal Coda is yet to be acquired, (ii) the word-final 
Coda [s] is realized, due to the progress of morphological development (inflection) (cf. Kappa 
2002), (iii) not any systematic realization of word-initial tautosyllabic [OBSTRUENT+SONORANT] 
clusters, (iv) non-rising voiceless clusters [FRICATIVE+STOP], namely /ft/, /xt/, /st/, /sp/, sk/, are 
reduced to the less sonorous STOP in (un)stressed word-initial/-medial position, e.g. 
/spáo/®/páo/ ‘break’, /ftinó/®[tinó] ‘cheap’ (cf. Kappa, 2011). (Note: In SMG, the voiceless 
plateau clusters /kt, pt/ and /fθ, xθ/ are realized dissimilated, as [xt, ft] and [ft, xt], respectively).  

The data in (2-4) show that the children can not accommodate plateau clusters of voiced 
fricatives yet, both word-initially, i.e. in a perceptually strong position, and word-medially, thus 
reduction is the only solution (ratio 100%). The formal analysis is couched in the framework of 
Optimality Theory (Prince & Smolensky, 1993/2004). 
 

Target (adult like)         Child’s output  Child:Age  Gloss  
2) [C1-LAB+C2-COR]  ®   C1-LABIAL  (LAB > COR) 

a)  vðéla    véla     VAR: 2;10.21  ‘leech’FEM.NOM.SG  
b)  ravðí   laví   MA:2;11.18/LUK:2;09.2 ‘cane’  
c)  ravðistikó     ivistikó   VAR: 2;11.18    ‘special cane/stick’ 

3) [C1-DOR+C2-COR]  ®  C1-DORSAL (DOR > COR) 
a) ɣðíno   ʝíno   AL: 2;04.16   ‘undress (sb)’ PRS.1SG 
b) ɣðitós   ʝitós   ST:2;05.18/MA:2;11.18 undressed 
c)  míɣðala  míɣala   DE:2 ;11.18  ‘almonds’ 

4)   [C1-LAB+C2-DOR]   ®  C2-DORSAL  (DOR > LAB) 
a)  vɣázi  ɣázi      NEF:2;09 / VAL:2;08.28 ‘take out’ PR.3SG 
b)  évɣale íɣale   AL:2;04.25/ LUK: 2;06.24 ‘take out’ PAST.3SG 
c)  avɣó / avɣá  aɣó / aɣá      ST:2;06.15/VAR:2;08.28/VAL:2;08.28 ‘egg(s)’  

   RESEARCH QUESTION: What guides the reduction of plateau clusters in Greek child speech? 



In the above plateau clusters (2-4), SONORITY plays no role in cluster reduction due to the equal 
sonority of C1 and C2. POSITIONAL FAITHFULNESS  also seems to be irrelevant for the preservation 
of either  C1 or  C2, namely positional faithfulness to a word-initial position or to a stressed 
syllable is not involved in the reduction/preservation pattern. CONTIGUITY, which guides the 
reduction of plateau clusters [STOP+STOP] in child Hebrew, e.g. /k1t2a'na/®[t2a'na], ‘small’ 
FEM.SG (Bloch 2011:50), also seems to be irrelevant in Greek child data, which exhibit an unified 
reduction strategy, regardless of their target (un)stressed word-initial/-medial position. 
Specifically, all children favor the faithful realization of the more marked Place of Articulation 
(PoA), namely, in the case of clusters [C1-LAB+C2-COR] (2) and [C1-DOR+C2-COR] (3) the preservation 
of the PoA features LABIAL and DORSAL, respectively, is preferred to preserving the unmarked 
CORONAL feature, as in other languages too, e.g. Dutch (e.g. Fikkert, 1994) or English (e.g. Pater 
& Barlow, 2003). In the case of the input cluster [C1-LAB+C2-DOR] the DORSAL PoA (DOR > LAB) 
(4) is realized faithfully. The latter conforms to the Preservation of the Marked (PoM), namely 
‘the marked elements can be specifically targeted for preservation than the less marked ones’ (de 
Lacy 2006:146). The dominance relations among the PoA features in (2-4), i.e. DOR > LAB, DOR 
> COR, and LAB > COR imply the relative markedness hierarchy ranking of PLACE features (5) in 
children’s phonological grammar, which accounts for the preservation of either C1 or C2 and 
results in a unified account of all children’s outputs in (2-4). 
 

5) POA HIERARCHY:     DORSAL  >  LABIAL  >  CORONAL   
 

Our Greek data show clear evidence that, when the children cannot prosodically license any 
extrasyllabic consonants in their grammar, they employ different patterns for the simplification 
of non-rising clusters. We claim that (i) in the case of (target) non-rising clusters with different 
MoA, SONORITY ‘decides’ for the realization of the unmarked MoA, e.g.  /ft, xt, st/⇾[t] etc., i.e. 
reduction to the less sonorous consonant (STOP) or stronger head-Onset (Goad & Rose 2004 and 
references therein), which conforms to the widely attested crosslinguistic pattern. (ii) In the case 
of the target voiced fricatives [vð, ɣð, vɣ] (flat-sonority) plateau clusters with the same, marked, 
voicing and MoA, sonority, positional faithfulness and contiguity are irrelevant to the 
preservation of either C1 or C2. The selection of the latter is PoA-driven, i.e. the 
preservation/faithful realization as onset of the consonant with the more marked PoA.  
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